The importance of Snakes in circular machines has been extensively described .
but we will refer only to a review article by Montague.16' One of the uses described in this review and attributed to Derbenev and Kondratenko, applies to electron storage rings. It is explained that two snakes placed in a ring at diametrically opposing positions, one of the lst kind and the other of the 2nd kind, can be used to achieve a spin tune of 0. Another half Snake or half Rotator we have named the half Up-Down Snake.
It shares many of the properties of the Serpent but is sufficiently different that it requires another name. Now, we will describe the Serpent, and return to a description of the Up-Down Snake later. Before proceeding further, we will comment on notation, write some useful 
With these definitions we now represent the effect on the spin polarization vector of the combined vertical and horizontal bend magnets that were shown in Figure 1 by 
Calculation using Eqs. (4) and (5) Since the rotation angle will be understood to be 120' for this and three following operators, we shorten the notation further to
We now select three other axes of rotation given by az=l/S(+hi-&j-&k) , as=1/3 (-&i+dj-&k) , and a4=l/3 (-hi-hj+hk) .
These will be eigenvectors (rotation axes) for corresponding operators Table I ) that can be made in a number of ways. They do not change transverse to longitudinal polarization.
In fact, Cl is the operation defining a Snake of the lst kind, whereas the operation C2 is that defining a Snake of the 2nd kind. These two operators and all operators corresponding to a snake will, by definition, invert the vertical These Rotators would retain their properties for all beam energies above a lower -limit. Notice also that these Rotators are fully antisymmetric with respect to the midpoint, a property that Montague has shown will always result in an identity spin transformation. We can, therefore, reverse the direction of the longitudinal polarization at the midpoint by ramping magnets from one configuration to another while maintaining this antisymmetry.
Example
To illustrate how, in principle, these devices could be used in a circular machine we will emulate the example cited by Montague. As in his example an electron ring is assumed but the new features important to this article can be applied equally well to proton machines. We will use in this example a circular machine having four symmetrically placed straight sections or drifts and assume r; _ . -1.
an interaction point (IP) at the midpoint of each. Each drift will be equipped -.-iwith an identical assemblage of magnets as shown in Figure 3 Prior to a particular machine running period:a selection is made, designating . two diametrically opposed interaction regions to serve as snakes. The experiments at these interaction points can still benefit by having longitudinally polarized beams available, but change of direction from parallel to antiparallel can not be readily made.
We number the interaction points 1 through 4 counter clockwise, and arbi- As pointed out, conversion between Snakes .of the lst kind and Serpents is .
easy, requiring only a change in field strengths. Also reversing polarity of fields generates different configurations. However, it is difficult to convert a magnet from horizontal to vertical bend (mechanical rotation required), but if configurations are constructed using seven magnets as shown in Figure 5 , where one magnet is normally turned off, then we can convert from H ( We proceed to examine these types of snakes using the same methods as before and similar notations, understanding that the configurations are given in With L-R Snakes (as expected) or half U-D Snakes we find that they duplicate .
operations which heretofore required a combination of two half snakes. Again, we inquire about combining these half U-D snakes with others. given in TABLE IV) followed by an arbitrary spin precession through an angle Q! about +j (corresponding to the operator H(a) for a horizontal bend magnet given by eq. 4).
The product defining a snake is then H(o) C2 .
The arbitrary axis referred to in the initial definition of a snake is defined as the vector a , which is now given by c L.
For example, the special cases describing L-R snakes are obtained by setting Tables II' and Tables III, result in 
